ABOUT PEDRA

Pedra Means Stone
We’re new! But we know barbecue! Pedra
Barbecues are the perfect fit for the experienced
griller who understands that true flavor is the name
of the game.
Pedra barbecues are authentic Brazilian
barbecues made in Brazil. These high quality
barbecues are a line exclusive to Pedra
Barbecues, and are designed to last a lifetime.
Pedra barbecues brings the concept of pre-cast
concrete barbecues to life with easy to assemble
Barbecue kits, Ovens, and other Barbecue
Accessories. Contact us today to learn more about
our full line of Barbecues & Accessories!

W: www.pedrabbqs.com
E: Jeff@pedrabbqs.com
P: (877) 258-4505
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BARBECUES

OVENS

ACCESSORIES

Pedra’s Barbecues are made of high quality
pre-cast concrete. The composition of Pedra grills
are manufactured with damage resistant materials.
These materials are designed with built in structure
to allow simple installation, easy adjustment and
adaptation to any environment. All the walls are
built with high-grade heat insulation, that retains the
heat of the grill, allowing minimal heat loss through
the barbecue's walls. The assembly is quick and
easy through use of coupling parts.

Pedra’s ovens are made of the same quality
materials as our barbecues. Solid Concrete with
interior insulation ensures an even internal oven
temperatures, excellent for cooking pizzas and
other foods.

Pedra Barbecues carries a large array of grilling
accessories for all of your barbecue needs. Our
accessories are perfect for your backyard grilling
experience, carrying everything from high quality
knives to grill cleaning supplies and much more.

Oven assembly is quick and easy, just like our
barbecues. Ovens are designed for outdoor use,
able to easily withstand the elements for a terrific
cooking experience.

Some of our Barbecues:
Ibiza: The Ibiza is great for decks and patios.
Our most slender barbecue with 3 grill settings.

Oven Dimensions:
External Width: 1.08 Meters / 42.52″
Internal Width: 0.95 Meters / 37.40″
External Depth: 1.08 Meters / 42.52″
Internal Depth: 0.95 Meters / 37.40″

Oven Mitts
Cheese Graters
Lighters
Griddle Plates
Cutting Boards
Meat Thermometers
Grill Cleaning Scrubbers
Pizza Cutters
Pizza Peels
Pot Forks

Capri: The Capri is a perfect addition to your
outdoor entertaining experience. A modest sized
grill with 4 grill settings.
Florenca: Make the Florenca the focal point of your
outdoor kitchen or backyard getaway. Our largest
Barbecue with 4 grill settings.

W: www.pedrabbqs.com

Oven Door Dimensions:
Height: 0.32 Meters / 12.6″
Width: 0.40 Meters / 15.75″

Brushes
Pizza Pans
Cheese Wire
Charcoal
Extra Grills
Grill Cleaner Liquids
Cooking Knives
Grill Turners
Tongs

Looking For More Grill Supplies? Contact us today
to learn about custom ordering accessories!

Weight: 331 Kg / 730 lbs

P: (877) 258-4505

